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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a numerical solution of the Theodorsen i tegral equation is studied. 
Using an adequate quadrature formula which eliminates the singularity of the integral part of the 
Theodorsen equation, we obtain a system of nonlinear algebralcal equations. This system may be 
solved using a Jacobi type method and the procedure can be easily implemented using a programming 
language with parallel facilities. Examples are given using ADA, EVAL, and PARALLAXIS. A 
convergence r sult is established. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Theodorsen integral equation is useful to compute the conformal mapping w of the unit  
disk onto the interior of a simple connected omain D satisfying the conditions w(0) = 0 and 
w'(O) > O. 
Suppose that the boundary of the domain D is set by the continuously differentiable function 
p = po(t) ,  t e [0, 2 1, 
and if w(z)  = p(r , t)e ~¢(r't), z = re", is the conformal mapping, then the Theodorsen integral 
equation will be given by 
1 f2~ s - t ¢(t)=t-~.lol lnp0(¢(s))cot ~ ds, (*) 
where ¢(t) = ¢(1,t). With the solution of this equation, there results the value of w on the 
boundary of the unit disk and using Cauchy's integral formula, we can compute the values of w 
in any interior point of the unit disk. 
In this paper, we deal with the numerical solution of the Theodorsen integral equation using 
parallel programming facilities. Using an adequate quadrature formula which eliminates the 
singularity of the integral part of the Theodorsen equation, we obtain a system of nonlinear 
algebraical equations. 
This system may be solved using a Jacobi type method. Thus, if 2n is the space dimension of 
the approximate solution, then the implementation will require O(n) multiplications per processor 
for one step of the iteration. Implementations were done in ADA, EVAL, and PARALLAXIS. 
An alternative to solve the nonlinear system of equations i  the Newton-Kantorovitch method. 
But, in this case, the parallel implementation is not straight. 
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The numerical solution of the Theodorsen integral equation was intensively studied by Hiib- 
ner [1] and Gutknecht [2]. In all these papers, the authors take into consideration a sequential 
implementation f the studied methods. To solve the Theodorsen integral equation using the 
Newton-Kantorovitch method, the algorithm proposed by Hfibner [1] requires O(n In n) complex 
multiplications per iteration, where 2n is the space dimension. 
2. THE NUMERICAL  SOLUTION 
Let C2~ be the space of the continuous and periodical functions with the period 2r and T E 
(C2,, C2~)* be the operator defined by 
j~0 27r 8 -- t T(f)(t) = f(s) cot - -~  ds. 
We shall approximate the operator T by 
T(f)(t) = Z Ak(t)f(tk), 
kEl 
where (tk)kel is a mesh on [0, 27r], with the following property. 
HYPOTHESIS H1. 
lira A~(t) = O, V i E I. 
t.--~t i 
The following approximating operators T which satisfies the property (H1) are known. 
(1) Velev and Apa'/cheva [3] proposed 
2m-1 ~ k~ ° (r--km) nSin((rk/m)-t)-s inn((Trk/m)-t)  
The error evaluation (cf. Theorem 4) gives the following. If f E H0(a) 1 , 0 < a _< 1, then 
o( ln2n lnn~ i fa< 1, 
T(f)(t) - Tl( / ) ( t )  ~_ \ n''~- -{- ma ] '  
O(~_~+ln  .n~_nm), i fa=l .  
(2) Belotzerkovski and Liparov [4] used 
2n+127r ~0 ( 27rk ~(  2~rk/(2n+l)-t2 c°s(2n+l)2~k/(2~+x)-t~-~m-i~~ / T2(f)(t)= f \2n+l ]  cot - l "  
= 2 
The error evaluation stated ([4, p. 35, relation (2.1.16)]) is as follows. If f E Hr(a), then 
T(f)(t) - T2(f)(t) <0(3+lnn+n)  
- -  nrTa • 
Approximating the integral part of the Theodorsen equation (*) for t = ti(i E I), we obtain 
the following nonlinear algebraical system: 
1 
ui = t~ - ~ Z Aj (t~) In Po (uj), i E I, (1) 
jEI  j#~ 
where u~ is the corresponding approximation to ¢(ti). 
This system may be solved using a Jacobi type method 
jEI  
To compute up+l the required number of arithmetic operations i  equal to the number of the i , 
points of the mesh I (e.g., if the operator T2 is used, then this number is 2n + 1). This evaluation 
ignores the computations eeded to obtain In po(u~ p)) and the coefficients Aj(ti). 
1H~(a) = {y : l/(~)(t~) -/(o(tz)l < Altl - t~l~}. 
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3. A CONVERGENCE RESULT 
Let L be the operator defined by 
L(¢)(t) = ¢(t) - t + 2-~T[ln po(¢('))]. 
In order to solve the equation L(¢) = 0, we solve the nonlinear algebraical system Lh(Uh) -~ O, 
where Uh = (U~)ielh and 
1 
Lh(Uh) = ui -- t~ + ~ Z Aj(t~)lnp0(uj), i e Ih. 
jEI~ 
As usual, we have denoted the mesh by Ih and h = maxi Iti+i -ti l .  The nodes and the coefficients 
correspond to an approximate operator T satisfying Condition (H1). 
To obtain a convergence r sult, we introduce some additional restrictions. 
HYPOTHESIS (H2). There exist e > 0 and k > 0 such that 
p (z) < Vz, (3) 
po(z )  - 




1 > o. (5) 
HYPOTHESIS (H3). If ¢ is the solution of the Theodorsen equation L(¢) = 0, then there exists 
a function r : [0, h0] ~ R+ such that 
T[ln p0(¢('))](ti) - Z Aj (ti)lnp0 (¢ (tj))] <_ r(h), 
jEIh 
for any i e Ih, for any mesh with h < ho, and limh-~0 r(h) = O. 
REMARKS. 
• In [5, p. 201], Condition (3), with 6 < 1 is used to prove the convergence of the successive 
approximation method to solve the Theodorsen i tegral equation. 
• In the case of operators T1 and T2, using the continuity and Condition (H1), Condition (4) 
can be verified by a direct computation. 
We shall analyze the consistency and the stability of the method. Denoting [¢]h = (¢(ti))ielh, 
we have 
Lh[¢]h = ¢(ti) -- ti + 1 ~ Aj(ti) lnpo (¢ (tj)) i e Ih 
ZTI" "--" 
jElh 
= ¢(ti) - t~ + 1T[lnpo(¢(.))](t i) i E Ih 
1 
+ ~ Z Aj ( t i ) lnpo(¢(t j ) )  -T[ lnpo(¢( . ) ) ] ( t i )  i e Ih 
j~lh j#i 
1 
= 2-~ Z Aj (t,) In P0 (¢ (tj)) - T[ln P0(¢('))] (ti) i e Ih. 
jEIh 
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Thus, 
1 max ~ A~ (ti) 1 llLh[¢]hll = ~ ~ez. ~ " ( t s ) lnpo(¢( t j ) ) -  T[lnpo(¢(.))] <_ ~.~ r(h), 
proving the consistency of the method. 
Let eh = (ei)ie~,. If Uh = (ui)ie~ and Zh = (zi)iez~ are the solutions of the systems LhUh = 0 
and, respectively, LhZ h = ~h, and if Wh = Zh - -  Uh, then we find 
1 
wi + ~ Z AS(tO [lnpo(zj) - lnpo (uj)] = ei, 
jElh 
Using the mean-value theorem, there results 
1 .....pG(cj) . 
w~ + ~ ~ A3(t,) po(cs) W ~ = ei, 
jElh 
where cj is between us and zj, V j E Ih. 
If [Wio[ = maxielh [w~[, then from 
I . ~ pG (cs)~ 
l e ,o l=  W~o+~Y~& - ~ • j~z~ ~O,oJ p0 (cj) ~J 
j¢io 
r 1 
> lwiol -  -~-~ P'o (c j )  w j As(t o)  s 
j#io 
i~ Ih .  
iE  Ih, 
It results that 
k~ u~p) -- Ui U~ p+I) _U  i ~_ ~ VpEN.  
as p ---* oO. 
and hence, 
>_ Iw,ol 1 -  ~ IAj(t~o)l -> Iw,ol 1-- 
jElh 
j~io 
we obtmn the stability of the method 
1 I 
max leil < Ilehll. Ilzh - uhll = II~hll < 1 - ke/(27r) ~ezh - 1 - ke/(21r) 
As a consequence (cf. [6]), we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  Hypotheses (HQ,(H2),(Hs) are satisfied, then limh-~0 Iluh -- [¢]hll = o, that  is, 
the convergence of the method holds. 
Regarding the Jacobi type method, the introduced hypotheses assure the convergence of the 
sequence U(h p) to Uh. Indeed, subtracting (2) from (1), we deduce 
1 [lnp0 1 Z " " ,p~(cj)(u~n ) ulP+I) . . . . . .  Ui 27r jEIhZ AJ(ti) (u~ p)) lnpo (?2j)] = 27[jE, h nj(~i] ~ - u j ) ,  
j#i j#i 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD 
The method described above was programmed in ADA (NYUADA), EVAL (Muchnik and 
Shafarenko, University of Surrey, United Kingdom), and PARALLAXIS (v. 2.11, Stuttgart  Uni- 
versity). These programming languages have various facilities to program parallel activities. The 
source codes are presented at the end of the paper. 
We tested the method for circles with center at z0 (0 < z6 < 1), represented by p6(t) = 
z0 cost + x /1 -  z 2 s int  2 (see [7]). The conformal mapping function w(z) is defined by w(z) = 
z6  + (z  - z0 ) / (1  - zoz). 
We have calculated the numerical error 
E = max w (e itj) - P6 (u~)e~l ,  
J 
p p--1 where (u~.)j is the computed approximate solution. The stop condit ion used is maxj luj -u j  I < 
10 -6 and N = 2m or N = 2n+ 1 is the number of the grid points when the approximate operator 
is T1, respectively, T2. 
Table 1. Numerical results. 
zo N E p zo N E 
0.01 16 1.39 × 10 -4 3 0.01 17 3.99 × 10 -7 
0.01 32 5.99 × 10 -4  3 0.01 33 1.93 x 10 -7 
0.05 16 6.94 x 10 -3 4 0.05 17 1.14 x 10 -e 
0.05 32 3.02 x 10 -3 5 0.05 33 6.82 x 10 -7 
0.1 16 1.44 x 10 -2 5 0.1 17 2.69 x 10 -e 
0.i 32 6.22 X 10 -3 6 0.I 33 1.41 × 10 -6 
0.2 16 3.10 x 10 -2 7 0.2 17 5.07 x 10 -6 
0.2 32 1.37 x 10 -2 8 0.2 33 3.13 x 10 -6 
0.4 16 8.11 x 10 -2 10 0.4 17 5.06 x 10 -5 
0.4 32 3.80 x 10 -2 12 0.4 33 8.29 x 10 -6 
0.6 16 1.96 x 10 -1 15 0.6 17 2.40 × 10 -3 














The first column corresponds to 
We have done the calculations 
obtained using the operator T2 are 
The method does not converge for 
operator T1 and the second column to operator T2. 
using an IBM-PC, simulating the parallelism. The results 
more accurate than the results obtained with the operator T1. 
z0 = 0.8. 
- On a parallel method to solve 
- the Theodorsen integral equation 
- programed in ADA 
with text_io,math;use text_io,math; 
procedure theodorsen is 
package  io_float is new float_io(float); 
package  io_integer is new integer_io(integer); 





type mat is array (1..mO,1..mO) of float; 
type vect is array (1..mO) of float; 









error:integer range 0..i; 
task type equation is 
entry start(eq:in integer); 
end equation; 
tab_eq:array(1..mO)of equation; 
function fct(x:in float)return float is 
zO:constant float:=0.2; 
begin 
re turn  zO*cos(x )+sqr t (1 .O- (zO*s in (x ) ) **2) ;  
end fc t ;  











for j in l..mO 
loop 










for i in l..mO 
loop 
t(i):=float(i-l)*h; 
y(i) :=t(i) ; 
for j in 1..mO 
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loop 



















for i in l..mO 
loop 
guard:=guard and g(i); 
end loop; 
exit when guard; 
end loop; 























- On a parallel method to solve 
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- the Theodorsen integral equation 
- programed in EVAL 
procedure THEDDORSEN 
use 
scalar real FCT() 
begin 
scalar integer N,M,M0; 
N:=50;M:=8;M0:=2*M; 
block 
matrix [M0,M0] real A, vector [M0] real U, 
scalar real H, integer IND; 
H:=pi/M; 
let INDEX be n[->#M0]; 
loop:COEF 
scalar integer I; 
for I in INDEX 
repeat 
loop 
scalar integer J; 
for J in INDEX 
repeat 
switch 









scalar real TOL, ERROR, integer NI, NMI 









scalar integer I; 
for I in INDEX 
repeat 






if ERROR<=TOL then 





ERROR<=TOL =>transput "Number of iterations:" 
NI,if using standard; 
ERROR<=TOL => quit ITER; 
end_loop; 
transput U,if using standard; 
end_block 
end_procedure 
function FCT yields scalar real 
use 
scalar real X 
begin 
scalar real Z0; 
ZO:=0.2; 
result Z0*cos X+sqrt(l.0-(Z0~sin(X))**2) 
end_function 
(* On a parallel method to solve *) 
(* the Theodorsen integral equation *) 
















uu,coef,f,:ARRAY[l..m0] OF REAL; 
v,er:REAL; 
i : INTEGER; 





FOR j:=l T0 m0 DO 
fj:=FLOAT(j); 
FOR k:=l TO m0 DO 
fk:=FLOAT(k); 
IF j<>k 
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THEN 
u [k] : = (fn*SIN ((fj-fk)*h)-SIN (fn* (fj-fk)*h)) / 





LOAD(coef [j] ,u) ; 
END; 
FOR j :=i TO m0 DO 




ni : =ni+l ;
FOR j :=1 TO m0 DO 
FOR k:=l TO m0 DO 
u0 [k] : =u [j ] ; 
END; 
LOAD (uu [j ], u0) ; 
END; 
PARALLEL 
FOR i:=I TO m0 DO 
f [i] :=LN(fct (uu[i])) ; 
END ; 
v:=0.0; 
FOR i:=i TO m0 DO 
v :=v+f [i] *coef [i] ; 
END; 
v : =FLOAT (id_no- i) *h-0.25*v/fn/fm; 
er: =ABS (v-uu [idmo] ) ; 
ENDPARALLEL; 
STORE (v, u) ; 
error: =REDUCE. MAX (or) ; 
UNTIL (ni>=nmi) OR (er ror<=to l ) ;  
IF e r ror<to l  
THEN 
ind : =0 ; 
ELSE 
i nd : = 1 ; 
END; 
FOR j:=1 TO m0 DO 
WriteString ("t [") ;WriteInt (j, 2) ; WriteString("] = ") ; 
WriteReal (FLOAT (j -i) *h, 10) ; 
WriteString(" u[") ;WriZeInt(j ,2) ;WriteString("]=") ; 
WriZeReal (u [j], i0) ;Writeln; 
END; 
END theodorsen. 
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